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PRESS RELEASE 

Energyminer GmbH Wins Munich Business 

Plan Competition 

Munich, July 31, 2023: Energyminer GmbH has emerged vistorious in this year's Munich Business 

Plan Competition, showcasing impressive acheivements and accomplishments. After already 

securing the second place in Phase 2 of the competition and being placed among the top 10 in Phase 

1, the company has now secured the first place in Phase 3. 

The energy recovery solution that Energyminer has developed impressed the jury. The company is 

actively pushing the energy transition forward by producing affordable, base-load-capable clean 

electricity while ensuring the preservation of the natural river biotope and avoiding any hidden costs 

to society. Notably, Energyminer has showcased not only a pioneering innovation but also an 

exceptionally successful business model that contributes sustainably to the advancement of the 

energy transition. 

Fig 1 The winners of the Munich business plan competition 2023 © Andreas Gebert/BayStartUP 
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Winning the Munich Business Plan Competition not only grants Energyminer recognition for their 

promising overall concept but also boosts visibility among potential investors, paving the way for them 

to realize their ambitious plans for the future. 

For the founders of Energyminer GmbH, Georg Walder, and Richard Eckl this is not their first taste 

of success in the Munich Business Plan Competition. Back in 2015, they achieved the second-place 

position with their venture, INVENOX GmbH. 

The business ideas of the other awardees and nominees of the Munich Business Plan Competition, 

such as Sedivention GmbH and baind GmbH, once again demonstrate the impressive potential and 

innovative strength of young companies in Bavaria. The Munich Business Plan Competition offers 

young companies the opportunity to present their innovative ideas to an experienced audience and 

receive valuable feedback from experts. 

 

About the Munich Business Plan Competition: 

The Munich Business Plan Competition (MBPW) provides a platform for innovative founders from all 

industries to receive professional feedback on their ideas at an early stage. For many investors, a 

good placement in MBPW is considered a seal of approval and a steppingstone for initial financing 

rounds. The competition has already awarded and recognized a variety of successful companies in 

their early stages, including well-known names like Flixbus and Magazino. 

 

About Energyminer GmbH: 

Energyminer GmbH is an emerging startup that has developed groundbreaking technology for 

harnessing kinetic energy from flowing water. Utilizing patented technologies and an innovative 

energy recovery concept, Energyminer enables the economic production of base-load-capable clean 

electricity without CO2 emissions. The company is dedicated to making a sustainable impact on the 

energy transition and actively shaping the future of energy generation in an environmentally 

responsible manner. 

For further information or interview requests, please contact: 

Natalie Rojko 

Head of Marketing 

Mobile: +49.176.32089441 

natalie.rojko@energyminer.eu 


